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FASHION
IS MORE
THAN TRENDS

IT’S A SOCIAL
PHENOMENON

Watch out

FOR THE BEST
TIMEPIECES
OF THE SEASON

DREAMY
GETAWAYS

TO EXTEND
YOUR
HOLIDAYS

TELL ME WHAT
YOU EAT...

I’LL TELL YOU
HOW TO DIET!

happy

2017
START THIS NEW YEAR WITH STYLE
BY MIXING UP FALL-WINTER AND
SPRING-SUMMER COLLECTIONS

U.A.E. 15 DHs
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ELLE getaways
Paris

9 HÔTEL
OPÉRA

Member of a collection
made up of three addresses
located in very strategic
places in the capital, this new
3-star Parisian boutique
hotel is proof that the
French hotel industry is still
capable of surprising us.

A COLLECTION HOTEL
Around fifty rooms that complement
the Parisian offer of 9 Collection
Hôtel, a group created by a property
development company. Suffice to say
that when it comes to real estate,
Tagerim knows it all! Already in his
portfolio: nine 3* and 4* boutique
hotels in Brussels, Lisbon, Madrid
and Geneva, in addition to his three
Parisian addresses particularly well
located and central, but also in
Montparnasse (see box) and
République.

THREE BY THREE = NINE

A member of a growing French hotel
group in Europe, 9 Hotel Opera
completed its last renovation phase in
2015. This 3-star boutique hotel,
located in the 9th arrondissement,
in the heart of the capital, today has
48 rooms...
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Giving each establishment a clean
trendy identity; this is the wish of
those in charge of this group who do
not want to fall into anonymous and
impersonal hotels. But an atmosphere
conducive to serenity and relaxation
with a modern design, sober and
thoughtful down to the smallest
details.

LONG LIVE COMMON AREAS
Want to stroll in the lobby or lounge
rather than stay confined to your

room? The elegant and quality
materials give the reception areas a
"Home away from home" atmosphere
that is particularly successful... Reading
from the shelves of the library, sipping a
drink (Le 9 Bar even has Happy Hour!),
Tea or coffee, leafing through a
magazine, comfortably coiled in a sofa
or club chair… You feel right at home.
A collector’s spirit...

ROOMS FOR ALL
The rooms of the hotel range from
category "Single" to "Family Club",
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An atmosphere
conducive to
serenity and
relaxation with a
modern design,
sober and
thoughtful down
to the smallest
details.
My cabin in
Montparnasse

to benefit from a space of up to 35m2...
In Paris for business? The hotel has a
business corner & co-working space
(on-demand meeting room for
guaranteed reservation) but also an
express breakfast formula for hurried
guests – planes and trains do not wait!
And, of course, high-speed fiber Wifi
to stay 100% connected...

[ ]
Fleuron of the collection, the hut
of 9 Hôtel Montparnasse
conceived as a "love suite"
isolated in the vegetable
courtyard. The Parisian lovers (or
just lovers) love the place that
does not disembark from one
weekend to another –
reservation essential! All wooden
with a two-seater shower, a
bottle of champagne and a love
box offered, this cocoon
accommodation is unique for a
bucolic and romantic experience
in the heart of Paris.
www.9hotelmontparnasse.fr

Objective Image.

AN EXCEPTIONAL SITUATION
Its pretty address (14, rue Papillon)
allows the guests of the 9 Hôtel Opéra
to enjoy Paris, since grand boulevards
and their surrounding showrooms are
nearby while being in a quiet street of a
typical Parisian neighbourhood.
Anne Smith
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www.9-hotel-opera-paris.fr
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